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NatEquity, Inc. National Equity Access for Senior Homeowners 

 

NatEquity Contracts: Stable Portfolio Collateral 
 

Question: How can you own 62,000 close-in suburban coastal California homes 
occupied and managed by senior homeowners, that have not been on the market for 
35-45 years, where 18,000 of them will come to market in the next 10-years, yielding 
$13.1 billion of portfolio cash flow from maturities and $4.1 billion of cash profit? 
Answer: NatEquity senior equity access with shared appreciation contracts. 

Highlights: 

 Underserved, largest growing wealth market in U.S. – $7 trillion nationally, $2 trillioni in coastal 
California property values owned by seniors >75. 

 Single family detached homes owned and managed by seniors are a new asset class. 
 Retired teachers, public employees and other professionals trying to life on a $1,300 per month 

pensions while savings are earning only 1% and struggling with deferred home maintenance. 
 Stable market segment because these suburban homes are sought after by high salaried 

knowledge workers in resilient tech and biotech companies. 
 Low 12% to 20% LTV with strong downside risk protection built into product/portfolio design 
 NatEquity’s proprietary mortality predictive IP is barrier to market entry/sustainability by others 

after January 2020, because of GAAP mark to fair value rules. 
 Strong unit economics and downside protections for seniors who want to age in place. 
 Same regional economics driving tech growth ensure high resale values of portfolio home.  
 9.4% cash flow IRR for portfolios of contracts, net of portfolio management costs 
 Exceptional veteran entrepreneurs leading seasoned team with industry changing vision. 

1 INVESTMENT SUMMARY 
NatEquity accrued interest with shared appreciation senior home equity access products are a stable asset 
class that offer predictable cash-on-cash yields. In the simplest form, NatEquity agrees to buy one half of 
each home based upon the current appraised value. At time of future sale NatEquity receives one half of 
the home’s sales price, plus recoups loan principal advanced and accrued interest. In exchange NatEquity 
pays the home owner a stream of monthly payments as long as they live in the home, advances “fresh 
start” payments to clean up small debts, replace a roof, modernize a kitchen, pay off a reset HELOC and 
pays the balance of the home’s appraised origination value to the homeowner in a lump sum at time of 
sale. Homes are inspected annually. Provided a home is maintain, the homeowner receives a 2% annual 
cost of living increase in their monthly payments, without any change to their equity and appreciation 
sharing ratios.  

NatEquity gives up private equity type returns in exchange for high single digit returns with built in 
downside protections favored by bonds and pension plans. This is done by limiting our upside 
appreciation gains to 4%, while leaving excess gains with borrowers, in exchange for downside 
protections in periodic market dips. We recognize “aging in place with dignity” is more than a catch 
phrase. The post COVID-19 remote worker world values close in suburban homes with back yards and 
open space – NatEquity’s target markets are close-in suburbs around major knowledge worker job 
centers. 
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NatEquity believes 1 in 4 contracts will include additional upfront advances to payoff reset HELOCs 
($75,000) and monies to replace a roof, modernize the kitchen and bathrooms ($100,000), scenarios 3 
and 4 on page 3. These additional advances will adjust the initial 50/50 future sharing ratio to 55/45. 

NatEquity is a California residential real estate portfolio management company who originates, sells and 
continues to service and manage home equity access contracts for senior homeowners. Our goal is to 
allow senior homeowners to age in place with the assurance of continued income while leaving up to one 
half of their home’s future value to heirs. Senior homeowners elect to tap the equity in their homes 
because of financial triggers that put them in an uncomfortable financial situation. Without W-2 earning 
income they cannot access their home equity via conventional lending channels. The triggers requiring 
seniors to tap their home equity are many, but key triggers are low earnings on savings and deferred home 
maintenance, like a new roof, that catch up with them. An enormous trigger has been home equity lines 
of credit (HELOCs) that reset as short-term high monthly payment loans. Between 2014-2017, $350 billion 
of HELOCs reset and were not able to be refinanced, much of this owed by seniors who still support that 
high cash outflow debt today.ii 

NatEquity is the reboot of Transamerica HomeFirst (HomeFirst), the successful jumbo shared equity 
access mortgage company founded and managed by NatEquity’s founder, Peter Mazonas. HomeFirst 
operated in 14 states from 1989 until 1999, when the remaining 6,000 contract portfolio was sold by a 
Wall Street bank as Moody’s Aaa rated SASCO-RM bonds. NatEquity’s team will capitalize on our 
transformative vision to serve the unique financial needs of 2.1 million senior households in coastal 
California. NatEquity’s founder has lived in and spent 50-years building successful multi-billion-dollar 
financial service companies for Bank of America and Transamerica. He has continued to observe and do 
market analytics to better understand how to capture and retain market share for senior-focused 
products in the largest and fastest growing underserved segment of wealth in America. 

NatEquity’s target markets have enjoyed year-over-year 6% compound home price appreciation for 30 
years. In the 1960s and 1970s California graduated more credentialed teachers than the next six states 
combined. Those teachers and other young professionals bought modest $35,000 homes and put down 
roots in close-in suburbs near major job centers. Today these homes average $1.25 - $2.5 million in value 
and the 2.1 million senior households own $2 trillioniii of single-family homes but live on limited fixed 
incomes. California’s Proposition 13 froze their property taxes at 1978 values until the homes are resold. 
Rather than selling and facing skyrocketing rents, these senior homeowners struggle to age in place. When 
these homes do come to market over the next 10-years, they are typically all cash sales, impervious to 
market conditions.  

Post WWII coastal California grew up isolated from the East Coast financial (NYC) and political (DC) centers 
of power. After WWII progressive public policy in California made state college tuition free from 1960 – 
1982. The then small number of universities, state colleges and community colleges were unified into a 
single system that has grown to 147 campuses. Today one eighth of the U.S. population lives in California, 
the 5th largest economy in the world. NatEquity’s market are senior homeowners living in single family 
coastal suburban homes that have not been on the market for 35-45 years but will be resold over the next 
10-years. During that 10-year period 18,000 NatEquity contracts will mature yielding $13.1 billion of cash 
flow, leaving 44,000 occupant managed contracts on home values of $42 billion. California’s prosperity 
owes much to its appeal as a destination for worldwide companies pursuing innovation, especially in the 
technology and health-care industries. Of the 5,440 corporate locations in the state, 17 percent are 
research and development facilities, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. These companies are 
almost all in coastal California’s ten diverse markets. That ratio easily beats the 10 percent for the U.S., 
China’s 13 percent, Japan’s 11 percent and Germany’s 16 percentiv. 

Above was a discussion about the size of markets to originate NatEquity contracts. Equally important is 
future sales to the high concentration of skilled and highly paid young knowledge workers eager to buy 
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homes in coastal counties where demand exceeds supply. This scarcity drives resale prices which is a 
strength in NatEquity’s product formula. Young families want the most house they can afford but must 
live with the reality that lenders want to see a 20-25% cash down payment at time of purchase. This leaves 
little room for home improvements and modernization. Well maintained and modernized homes that 
come to market sell quickly and at top dollar. NatEquity’s pricing formula stresses maintenance and 
encourages modernization of kitchens and bathrooms. 

For purposes of the below financial summaries NatEquity assumes contracts are originated into portfolios 
owned by others. Operating company revenue is volume dependent irrespective of which of the products 
are originated. NatEquity’s lead product will be a 4% accrued interest coupon with a 4% capped HPA 
jumbo home equity access contract with an estimated 9.4% net portfolio yield. 

The second table shows portfolio mix scenarios 1-4, where scenario 4 is the most likely outcome. The 
13.0% cash on cash IRR for the combined portfolios assumes one portfolio valued at the end of year 10. 
The goldenrod 9.4% cash-on-cash IRR assumes individual $100 million portfolios sold at the end of year 7. 
The IRRs vary with the proportion of upfront payments in each contract, the investor share of maturity 
proceeds and the term that is assumed until remaining contracts are sold. The $100 million portfolio 
carries less cash as the upfront payments increase 

 

 

Yr 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

Origination Costs (excluding underwriting profit) (20,485) (137,310) (172,140) (172,140) (172,140) (187,920) (205,134) (222,348) (239,562) (256,776)
Payment to Homeowner (42,890) (323,264) (551,315) (716,471) (873,484) (1,056,622) (1,249,095) (1,446,851) (1,648,166) (1,851,140)
Maturity Payments (7,566) (87,593) (264,032) (449,963) (639,577) (836,905) (1,046,756) (1,267,317) (1,499,285) (1,739,934)
Contract Maturities 8,938 105,438 329,691 589,818 883,751 1,219,758 1,606,811 2,047,360 2,549,541 3,113,033
Terminal Value of Remaining Contracts 13,915,472
Management & Maturity Fees (1,953) (22,584) (66,925) (110,204) (151,012) (191,260) (233,146) (276,321) (320,473) (365,186)
Cash from Portfolio Operations ($63,957) ($465,314) ($724,720) ($858,960) ($952,462) ($1,052,949) ($1,127,320) ($1,165,476) ($1,157,945) $12,815,470
GAAP Unrealized gain on portfolio valuation $88,172 $650,767 $1,011,113 $1,221,385 $1,402,429 $1,617,039 $1,812,098 $1,967,824 $2,063,744 $2,080,901
GAAP EBITDA $24,215 $185,453 $286,393 $362,425 $449,967 $564,089 $684,778 $802,348 $905,798 $14,896,370
LTV of Contracts 11.5% 14.1% 16.2% 18.1% 19.7% 20.9% 20.9% 21.7% 22.2% 22.4%
IRR  of Portfolio Cash Flows 13.0%
Funder Cash Flow From Maturities $8,938 $105,438 $329,691 $589,818 $883,751 $1,219,758 $1,606,811 $2,047,360 $2,549,541 $3,113,033
Funder Annual Cash Flow Profit -$190 $93 $14,104 $56,553 $133,168 $247,909 $404,380 $607,741 $866,160 $1,182,806
Funder's Value of Homes In Portfolio at Year-end $346,331 $2,067,841 $5,807,022 $10,078,296 $14,423,999 $19,027,987 $24,125,469 $29,739,510 $35,867,833 $42,503,816
Funder Cash Commitment if No Securitizations $40,000 $280,000 $750,000 $1,300,000 $2,100,000 $2,900,000 $3,700,000 $4,500,000 $5,400,000 $6,100,000
Accrued Interest Receivable on Contracts $359 $4,824 $18,050 $37,550 $62,417 $92,182 $126,774 $165,731 $208,394 $253,887
Assumptions ($000)
Cum/Annual No New Contracts 62,250 714                  4,786                  6,000                   6,000                     6,000                     6,550                     7,150                     7,750                     8,350                       8,950                        
Cum/Annual Contract Maturities 15,687 13                    151                      464                       812                         1,187                     1,600                     2,059                     2,563                     3,118                       3,721                        
Home Value 1,250
HPA 4.0%
Equity Injection 0.0
Origination Costs $27.4
Annual Payments 30.0
Sales Commission 5.0%
Management Fees 1.0
Hard Underwriting Costs at Originations 8.6
Commissions Paid (contracts) 12.5

NatEquity Portfolio Summary, 4% Accrued Interest Coupon with 4% HPA Single Product Example     US$ 000 omitted    SCENARIO 4

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Scenario  1: Simple 50/50 sharing 13.9%
7.3%

Upfront advances:
Closing costs
1::4 get new roof for $25,000

On-going paymets
Monthly advances
2% COLI

Scenario 2: Simple 50/50 sharing 12.8%
7.6%

Upfront advances:
Closing costs
1::4 get new roof for $25,000

On-going paymets
Monthly advances
2% COLI

Scenario 3: Sharing ratio adjusted to 52/48 12.6%
8.3%

Upfront advances:
Closing costs
1::4 get new roof for $25,000
1::4 Payoff HELOC for $75,000

On-going paymets
Monthly advances
2% COLI

Scenario 4: Sharing ratio adjusted to 55/45 13.0%
9.4%

Upfront advances:
Closing costs
1::4 get new roof at $25,000
1::4 Payoff HELOC for $75,000
1::4 modernize kitchen and baths 
for $100,000

On-going paymets
Monthly advances
2% COLI

NatEquity, Inc., Matrix of Expected Portfolio Outcomes
Product Features Layered in and Impact of Porfolio Cash Flow IRR

Casf Flow IRRs - Light Green = Master Portfolios, Goldenrod = Individual $100 mil Portfolios
Each Sold at the End of Year 7 at 7% IRR Discount Rate per GAAP ASC§820

Assumes Mortality is VBT 2014@300%

Assumes Mortality is VBT 2014@250%

Assumes Mortality is VBT 2014@250%

Assumes Mortality is VBT 2014@250%
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NatEquity is addressing an unmet need for seniors in upscale homes. Government programs have proven 
to be problematic, leading to headline risk. The government’s HECM reverse mortgage program addresses 
a lower home value market and is not an alternative. NatEquity contracts are designed to appeal to senior 
homeowners with home values above the $765,600 new HUD limits for government sponsored products 
in high home value areas. Prospective jumbo private equity access competitors position themselves to 
appeal to broad age groups because, without NatEquity’s pricing and valuation IP, they have serious 
regulatory barriers to entry in the senior market. Quicken Loans and one other large player have left the 
market since January 1st because of portfolio valuations issues. The force of these regulatory and GAAP 
barriers was delayed until January 1, 2020, when they took full effect. We expect others to have 
discussions with their auditors in coming months that will force their withdrawal. 

NatEquity has an exclusive license to proven mortality predictive intellectual property (IP) for product 
pricing and portfolio valuation. This IP is integral to compliance with GAAP ASC 820 mark-to-fair value 
rules. This IP and a valuation methodology were first presented to the SEC in 2009, and peer reviewed 
and published by NatEquity principals in 2011 and are critical to supporting portfolio valuation for rating 
purposes. The concept is simple but previously ignored. A portfolio of longevity dependent assets is only 
worth the NPV of predictable future cash flows. Without a repeatable methodology, the manager must 
use an NPV discount rate that values the portfolio at less than cost. 

2 ACCRUED INTEREST WITH SHARED APPRECIATION PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

NatEquity’s accrued interest with shared future appreciation products will be used in appreciation stable 
and resilient areas of California within a 30-mile radius of major job centers. The NatEquity shared equity 
contract is different from other equity access products. Rather than exhausting homeowner equity with 
large advances at high compound accrued interest expense as the sole source of investor profits, a 
NatEquity contract purchases one half of the home’s future appreciated value. The accrued interest 
provides a floor on returns and stability to investor collateral. NatEquity caps their home price 
appreciation at a cumulative compounded 4% rate. The cumulative compounding of the 4% cap makes up 
for market downturns when viewed in a series of 7-year rolling cyclesv over an historic 30-year period. 
This is illustrated in the Market segment, Section 3, page 9, below. To protect lenders and their collateral, 
each contract contains protections to smooth out any unexpected downturns or catastrophes. 
Contractual downside protections establish a floor on profits: 

1. Any actual adjustment to the settlement payment is determined based upon the home’s sales price. 
If actual value at sale is less than the target compound 4% HPA, any cumulative excess over 4% 
held in “conditional reserve” is used to attain the 4% cumulative compound target. If the target is 
not met, one half of the HPA shortfall is deducted from the settlement payment, but this payment 
never falls below zero. For homes in target markets, historic HPA cycles show a surplus due the 
homeowner. Only contracts originated and then sold during a continuous downturn experience an 
HPA shortfall which reduced their settlement payment at sale.  

2. The homeowner subordinates their interest in the home to the lender so that in the event of a 
catastrophe the lender receives first monies at sale, foreclosure or receipt of insurance proceeds. 
Homes are statistically revalued quarterly to reaffirm contract values for insurance purposes in the 
event of a catastrophe relying upon insurance proceeds for payment. 

 Homeowner monthly cash advances initially approximate NatEquity’s share of monthly HPA, while 
the share of appreciation compounds on the larger value of half the home grows over time. This 
leverage is in effect homeowner financing of their income stream from future appreciation. 

 NatEquity will select homes in consistently high appreciation areas that have averaged 6% annual 
compounded home appreciation for 30-years. These are moderately priced homes in the highest 
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coastal real estate markets that have not been on the market for 30 to 45 years. Communities more 
than a 30-mile radius from major coastal job centers will be offered alternative accrued interest 
coupon plus shared appreciation product not presented in this analysis. 

 NatEquity has identified 3 million targeted households in other parts of California and clusters in other 
states, including Washington and Texas. Analysis of historic senior equity access industry data reveals 
coastal California has been the most profitable market. 

 For NatEquity’s core product, assume the origination home value is $1,250,000. In exchange for 
monthly cash advances, $2,500 per month, NatEquity is entitle to one half of the home’s appreciated 
value at time of sale, capped at 4% HPA. In the unexpected event that home prices decline and stay 
down, the tables and charts below assume only 4% cumulative compound HPA and illustrate the effect 
of the adjusted settlement payment to protect a lender’s collateral position. In the worst scenario 
modeled, -2% continuous compounded negative HPA, the homeowner continues to receive their 
monthly payments and one half of the future home value is protected for heirs. At 2% constant 
compounded negative HPA the payment due at maturity is reduced from $217,697 to $37,740. 

 NatEquity contracts provide an annual 2% cost of living increase. This feature is included because 1::3 
California retirees over the age of 75 receive public employee or teacher’s retirement benefits which 
includes an up to 2% annual cost of living increase.  
 
Below are examples of a single NatEquity contract’s performance at 4% constant HPA, 3% constant 
HPA, 0% constant HPA, -1% constant HPA and -2% constant HPA. 
 

 
 

 

Year-End

Cumulative 
Advances 

Homeowner

Cumulative 
Accrued 
Interest

Adjusted 
Settlement 

Payment

HPA 
Shortfall 

Adjustment 
at 4% HPA

Total 
Payments 
to Client

1/2 Sales 
Price Net of 
Commission

Total 
Received by 
Homeowner

Total 
Revenue to 
NatEquity

Origination $27,395
1 $57,395 $1,650 $565,954.61 $0 $623,350 $585,000 $1,208,350 $26,650
2 $87,395 $4,558 $533,047 $0 $620,442 $608,400 $1,228,842 $55,558
3 $117,395 $8,783 $498,822 $0 $616,217 $632,736 $1,248,953 $86,823
4 $147,395 $14,376 $463,229 $0 $610,624 $658,045 $1,268,670 $120,537
5 $177,395 $21,393 $426,212 $0 $603,607 $684,367 $1,287,975 $156,801
6 $207,395 $29,890 $387,715 $0 $595,110 $711,742 $1,306,852 $195,715
7 $237,395 $39,928 $347,677 $0 $585,072 $740,212 $1,325,284 $237,385
8 $267,395 $51,567 $306,038 $0 $573,433 $769,820 $1,343,253 $281,922
9 $297,395 $64,871 $262,734 $0 $560,129 $800,613 $1,360,741 $329,441

10 $327,395 $79,908 $217,697 $0 $545,092 $832,637 $1,377,729 $380,061

Single Contract Unit Economics Full Early Settlement Payment
4% HPA Scenario

Year-End

Cumulative 
Option 

Advances 
Homeowner

Cumulative 
Accrued 
Interest

Unadjusted 
Settlement 

Payment

HPA 
Shortfall 

Adjustment 
at 3% HPA

Total 
Payments 
to Client

1/2 Sales 
Price Net of 
Commission

Total 
Received by 
Homeowner

Total Profit 
to 

NatEquity

Unadjusted 
Settlement 

Payment

HPA 
Shortfall 

Adjustment 
at 0% HPA

Total 
Payments 
to Client

1/2 Sales 
Price Net of 
Commission

Total 
Received by 
Homeowner

Total 
Profit to 

NatEquity
Origination $27,395

1 $57,395 $1,650 $567,605 -$3,125 $620,225 $579,375 $1,199,600 $23,525 $567,605 -$12,500 $610,850 $562,500 $1,173,350 $14,150
2 $87,395 $4,558 $537,605 -$6,469 $613,973 $596,756 $1,210,729 $49,090 $537,605 -$25,500 $594,942 $562,500 $1,157,442 $30,058
3 $117,395 $8,783 $507,605 -$10,043 $606,175 $614,659 $1,220,834 $76,780 $507,605 -$39,020 $577,197 $562,500 $1,139,697 $47,803
4 $147,395 $14,376 $477,605 -$13,859 $596,765 $633,099 $1,229,864 $106,678 $477,605 -$53,081 $557,543 $562,500 $1,120,043 $67,457
5 $177,395 $21,393 $447,605 -$17,931 $585,676 $652,092 $1,237,768 $138,870 $447,605 -$67,704 $535,903 $562,500 $1,098,403 $89,097
6 $207,395 $29,890 $417,605 -$22,271 $572,839 $671,654 $1,244,493 $173,444 $417,605 -$82,912 $512,198 $562,500 $1,074,698 $112,802
7 $237,395 $39,928 $387,605 -$26,893 $558,179 $691,804 $1,249,983 $210,492 $387,605 -$98,729 $486,343 $562,500 $1,048,843 $138,657
8 $267,395 $51,567 $357,605 -$31,812 $541,621 $712,558 $1,254,179 $250,110 $357,605 -$115,178 $458,255 $562,500 $1,020,755 $166,745
9 $297,395 $64,871 $327,605 -$37,043 $523,085 $733,935 $1,257,020 $292,398 $327,605 -$132,285 $427,844 $562,500 $990,344 $197,156
10 $327,395 $79,908 $297,605 -$42,602 $502,489 $755,953 $1,258,442 $337,458 $297,605 -$150,076 $395,015 $562,500 $957,515 $229,985

Single Contract Unit Economics with HPA Shortfall Adjusted Settlement Payments at 3% and 0% Constant HPA
0% HPA Scenario3% HPA Scenario
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 Below are cash flow reconciliations of the above $1,250,000 home which has appreciated at 4% HPA, 

with NatEquity’s share capped at 4%, where the home is sold at the end of contract year 3 and 
contract year 10. 

 

 
Mortality effects contract IRR. Lower mortality means more contract advances and a delay in receiving 
proceeds at maturity, but more time for homes to appreciate and more fees collected by the operating 
company. NatEquity will target mortality equivalent to the Society of Actuaries (Variable Basic Tables 
2014(VBT) at 250% - 300%. This produces a portfolio with an average life of 7 – 8 years. 
 
The stress test table and illustrative chart below show the expected portfolio IRRs of a 4% accrued interest 
with 4% capped HPA product under scenario 1 facts above. This table reflects portfolio IRR sensitivities at 

Year-End

Cumulative 
Option 

Advances 
Homeowner

Cumulative 
Accrued 
Interest

Unadjusted 
Settlement 

Payment

HPA 
Shortfall 

Adjustment 
at -1% HPA

Total 
Payments 
to Client

1/2 Sales 
Price Net of 

Comm

Total 
Received 

Homeowner
Total Profit 

to NatEquity

Unadjusted 
Settlement 

Payment

HPA 
Shortfall 

Adjustment 
at -2% HPA

Total 
Payments 
to Client

1/2 Sales 
Price Net of 

Comm

Total 
Received 

Homeowner

Total Profit 
to 

NatEquity
Origination $27,395

1 $57,395 $1,650 $567,605 -$15,625 $607,725 $556,875 $1,164,600 $11,025 $567,605 -$18,750 $604,600 $551,250 $1,155,850 $7,900
2 $87,395 $4,558 $537,605 -$31,719 $588,723 $551,306 $1,140,029 $23,840 $537,605 -$37,875 $582,567 $540,225 $1,122,792 $17,683
3 $117,395 $8,783 $507,605 -$48,302 $567,916 $545,793 $1,113,709 $38,521 $507,605 -$57,398 $558,820 $529,421 $1,088,240 $29,425
4 $147,395 $14,376 $477,605 -$65,395 $545,230 $540,335 $1,085,565 $55,143 $477,605 -$77,341 $533,283 $518,832 $1,052,116 $43,197
5 $177,395 $21,393 $447,605 -$83,020 $520,588 $534,932 $1,055,520 $73,781 $447,605 -$97,729 $505,879 $508,455 $1,014,334 $59,072
6 $207,395 $29,890 $417,605 -$101,200 $493,910 $529,583 $1,023,493 $94,515 $417,605 -$118,586 $476,523 $498,286 $974,810 $77,128
7 $237,395 $39,928 $387,605 -$119,958 $465,114 $524,287 $989,401 $117,427 $387,605 -$139,939 $445,133 $488,321 $933,453 $97,446
8 $267,395 $51,567 $357,605 -$139,320 $434,113 $519,044 $953,157 $142,602 $357,605 -$161,814 $411,619 $478,554 $890,173 $120,108
9 $297,395 $64,871 $327,605 -$159,311 $400,818 $513,853 $914,671 $170,130 $327,605 -$184,239 $375,890 $468,983 $844,873 $145,203

10 $327,395 $79,908 $297,605 -$179,957 $365,135 $508,715 $873,850 $200,104 $297,605 -$207,241 $337,851 $459,603 $797,454 $172,820

Single Contract Unit Economics with HPA Shortfall Adjusted Settlement Payments at -1% and -2% Constant HPA
-2% HPA Scenario (Constant Negative HPA)-1% HPA Scenario (Constant Negative HPA)
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Profit Profile of a Single NatEquity Option Contract at Various Continuous Year-
Over-Year Home Price Appreciation (HPA) Levels

Performance at 5% HPA Performance at 4% HPA Performance at 3% HPA
Performance at 0% HPA Performance at 2% HPA Performance at 1% HPA
Performance at -1% HPA Performance at -2% HPA

NatEquity Homeowner
External 

Costs Total
Gross Home Sales Price $703,040 $703,040 $1,406,080
Settlement Payment to Homeowner -$498,822 $498,822 $0
Total Annual Payments to Homeowner -$90,000 $90,000 $0
5% Sales Comission Paid By Homeowner -$70,304 $70,304 $0
Initial Costs Advanced to Homeowner -$27,395 $27,395 $0
Total $86,823 $1,221,558 $97,699 $1,406,080

NatEquity Contract Cash Flows at 4% HPA, NatEquity Cap at 4%, Y/E 3 Sale

NatEquity Homeowner
External 

Costs Total
Gross Home Sales Price $925,153 $925,153 $1,850,306
Settlement Payment to Homeowner -$217,697 $217,697 $0
Total Annual Payments to Homeowner -$300,000 $300,000 $0
5% Sales Comission Paid By Homeowner -$92,515 $92,515 $0
Initial Costs Advanced to Homeowner -$27,395 $27,395 $0
Total $380,061 $1,350,335 $119,910 $1,850,306

NatEquity Contract Cash Flows at 4% HPA, NatEquity Cap at 4%, Y/E 10 Sale
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various levels of constant HPA at various assumed average levels of borrower mortality/moveout when 
homes are sold. HPA represents constant HPA from origination through maturity. This data is not 
consistent with historical facts but is presented to illustrate worst case scenarios. The chart on the top of 
page 11 shows the HPA bounce back after the 2008 mortgage crisis. Targeted coastal markets dipped for 
18-26 months and then quickly rebounded. NatEquity believes, and market statistics substantiate, that 
homes sold by seniors that have been modernized sell quickly and for top dollar. 
 

 

Note that the bar chart below assumes cumulative 5% HPA, yielding a premium to the homeowner. 
Historical data is in line with this assumption. 
 

 

VBT
Mortality -3% -2% -1% 0% 1% 2% 3% 4%

300% -11.9% -7.5% -3.4% 0.4% 4.1% 7.5% 10.8% 14.0%
250% -14.5% -9.8% -5.4% -1.3% 2.5% 6.2% 9.6% 13.0%
200% -13.6% -8.8% -4.3% -0.1% 3.9% 7.6% 11.2%
150%  -15.6% -10.2% -5.3% -0.7% 3.6% 7.7%

NatEquity Jumbo Equity Access Portfolio Expected Returns with Shared Appreciation
Assumed Constant Compounded Annual HPA for 10-Year Life of the Portfolio
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3 MARKET 

 Thirty years of senior home equity access experience, confirmed by other historical players, makes it 
clear that Transamerica HomeFirst and others made their money in coastal California, while breaking 
even or losing money in most other markets nationally. The concentration of home equity wealth in 
coastal California is a phenomena root in California’s post-WWII economic development, limited 
housing supply and Proposition 13, factors not enjoyed by other parts of the nation. 

 The initial target market is the retired workforce who purchased homes in what were new suburban 
areas in coastal California in the 1960’s and 1970’s, areas where homes have appreciated on a 
cumulative compound basis of 6% over time. 

 These seniors have aged in place largely because of favorable California property tax law - Proposition 
13, passed in 1978 - that freezes property tax increases irrespective of increased home value, until a 
home is sold. 

 These house-rich retirees live on fixed incomes that are not enough to qualify for traditional mortgage 
lending products and are too house-rich for a HECM reverse mortgage. With a NatEquity contract, a 
homeowner with a $1.25 million FMV home can expect to receive $2,500 per month, nearly double 
the $1,300 average Social Security or defined benefit she/he receives todayvi. 

 Coastal counties in California are the initial geographic market focus, for good reason. Of the 830 top-
tier cities in America with average home values over $600,000, over one-third (i.e., 281 cities) are in 
coastal California. These coastal California markets have enjoyed 6% annual compounded home 
appreciation for 30 years. 

 This target market represents 2.1 million households, age 75 or older, with $2 trillion of aggregate 
home value, often debt free. 

 Similar Transamerica HomeFirst accrued interest plus shared appreciation products were successfully 
originated by Mazonas in the 1990s. Transamerica sold its remaining 6,000-contract portfolio to a 
Wall Street bank in 1999. The bank securitized portfolios of the Transamerica HomeFirst contracts 
and sold them as NAIC 1, Moody’s and Fitch Aaa- rated securities (SASCO-RMs) at a substantial profit. 

 Accrued interest plus shared appreciation senior equity access products soon gave way to single 
transaction large line of credit/lump sum products which offered large securitization balances and 
immediate profits for big banks. 

 The void in the market after 2000, was filled by Wells Fargo offering home equity lines of credit 
(HELOCs) to seniors. That practice stopped in 2008. HELOCs today are considered non-qualified 
mortgages (Non-QM) and today have limited availability because of Fed imposed capital requirements. 
HELOCs continue to not be a substitute because they “reset” to a high repayment amortized loan after 
7 or 10 years. Between 2014-2017, $350 billion of HELOCs reset and were not able to be refinanced, 
much of this owed by seniors who still support that high cash outflow debt today.vii 

 Longevity dependent products are classified as Level 3 assets for GAAP accounting, regulatory and 
valuation purposes. The value of Level 3 assets is dependent upon an “unknowable” future event – 
the death and moveout of the homeowner. Changes to fair value accounting rules were introduced 
in other market segments in 2014, but successful lobbying by community banks and mortgage 
originators delayed implementation in this market segment until January 2020. NatEquity has an 
exclusive license and Mazonas is the principal owner of intellectual property (“IP”), the Longevity Cost 
Calculator (LCC), that permits NatEquity to accurately predict future portfolio cash flows. For GAAP 
accounting this permits NatEquity to use a lower discount rate when determining the NPV of future 
portfolio cash flows. This will create cumulative accretive value on the balance sheet and incremental 
book income on the P&L. The lack of comparable IP is a significant barrier to entry for all others. The 
LCC model was first published in 2007, after 30-years of data collection and algorithm development. 
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The revalidated model was presented by Mazonas to the SEC in 2009, peer reviewed and published 
in a valuation methodology in 2011viii, and referenced more than 75 times in professional journals. 
The reliability of the algorithms have been replicated as a predictor of Alzheimer’s Disease in two 
published papers in 2014ix and 2017x. 

 The above Mark-to-Fair Value barrier to entry has not stopped recent market entrants Blackstone 
Group’s FAR, Unison, Point, Ocwen, Figure and Quicken Loans. FAR is offering jumbo lump sums 
averaging $910,000 at an 8.0% compound interest coupon on $2.2 million homes. Unison and Point 
are 10-year term, lump sum shared appreciation options. Figure is a sale/leaseback scheme. Quicken 
recently introduced a private reverse mortgage intended to replace the government HECM product, 
but withdraw from the market in February 2020, assumedly because the product was not GAAP 
compliant. Except for Ocwen and Quicken, none have called their product longevity dependent. 
Focusing on seniors, but addressing broad age groups, they had hoped to avoid GAAP and regulatory 
mark-to-fair value issues imposed in January 2020. 

 MSAs are the only widely available long-term published data source and include margin markets not 
targeted by NatEquity. The outlying, long commute inland towns and cities were dramatically 
impacted in 2008 by comparison to the coastal close-in suburbs. Margin areas in the LA MSA (Santa 
Clarita) dropped from 2007 highs by 30-35% and did not recover value until mid-2013. Margin areas 
in the SF MSA (Concord) dropped 15% and did not recover value until early 2013. 

The below graphs are 10-year detail for communities in the San Francisco and Los Angeles-MSAs. The 
areas charted at the top, Palo Alto/Larkspur or Brentwood/Santa Monica for example, reflect the close 
in areas suitable for the NatEquity products because of their resilience after the 2008 downturn. 
Selectivily, the lower towns charted are communities which were less resilient and are inteneded for 
follow on accrued interest with lower cap shared appreciation equity access products. 
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The largest HPA downturn in the last 40 years occurred in 2008 and is shown on the charts above and 
below. Target zip codes went nearly flat in 2008 before recovering value and HPA accelerated in 2012. 
These graphs and tables emphasize the need to have HPA shortfall protection adjusted quarterly for 
valuation purposes. These shortfalls are more than offset by the upswings in home values after a 
downturn. Although the 10-year table below started with no positive “conditional reserve” balance, even 
a two-year period of negative HPA can deplete the cumulative HPA conditional reserve of HPA in excess 
of 4%. This only impacts the small number of contracts maturing during this atypical cycle. From available 
data since 1987, the reserve created by HPA in excess of 4%, the compound cumulative HPA never fell 
below 4% for contracts originated in other than the 2008-2009 period. 
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As illustrated above, dips in HPA in Coastal California are temporary. The below table looks, using scenario 4 
examples, at variable dips in HPA at various constant contract interest rates to illustrate the effect on portfolio 
IRRs. Dips in HPA are cushioned at contract maturity by the contractual downside protections. 

 

 

4 FILLING A VOID IN A DISRUPTED MARKET 

Senior homeowners were swept up in the post-2008 changes in Federal lending rules by both HUD and 
the CFPB. House rich seniors living on fixed non-W-2 income have been precluded from qualifying for most 
conventional lending products. NatEquity is positioned to serve this market while filling the void created 
in both the recently revised HECM products and tightened traditional bank lending standards. The unique 
climate that makes a NatEquity contract appealing have been compounding over time: 

 Survivor social security or defined benefit pension for these homeowners are about $1,300 per 
month ($900/month CalPERS pension at age 65 with 2% per year cost of living index). 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Actual Year-end Home Value $888,143 $860,143 $835,714 $830,587 $976,000 $1,120,571 $1,261,429 $1,422,000 $1,490,714 $1,658,429 $1,798,571

Actual Composit HPA this Year 1% -3% -3% -1% 18% 15% 13% 13% 5% 11% 8%
1/2 Cumulative Actual HPA -$14,000 -$26,214 -$28,778 $43,929 $116,214 $186,643 $266,929 $301,286 $385,143 $455,214
Cumulative Due NatEquity a 4% $17,763 $36,236 $55,449 $75,429 $96,209 $117,821 $140,296 $163,671 $187,981 $213,263
Surplus (Deficit) HPA Carried Over -$31,763 -$62,451 -$84,226 -$31,501 $20,005 $68,822 $126,632 $137,615 $197,162 $241,951

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Actual Year-end Home Value $1,281,000 $1,253,714 $1,226,429 $1,226,000 $1,366,143 $1,608,143 $1,709,429 $1,863,143 $1,996,571 $2,117,143 $2,195,571
Actual Composit HPA this Year 2% -2% -2% 0% 11% 18% 6% 9% 7% 6% 4%
1/2 Cumulative Actual HPA -$13,643 -$27,286 -$27,500 $42,571 $163,571 $214,214 $291,071 $357,786 $418,071 $457,286
Cumulative Due NatEquity a 4% $25,620 $52,265 $79,975 $108,794 $138,766 $169,937 $202,354 $236,068 $271,131 $307,596

Surplus (Deficit) HPA Carried Over -$39,263 -$79,551 -$107,475 -$66,223 $24,805 $44,277 $88,717 $121,717 $146,940 $149,689

10-Year House Price Appreciation of Targeted Bay Area and Los Angeles Zip Codes
SF Bay Area Targeted Zip Codes

Los Angeles Targeted Zip Codes

IRR HPA (Years 1-3) HPA (Year 4+) Interest rate

13.0% 4% 4% 4%

14.6% 4% 4% 5%
11.5% 4% 4% 3%
12.8% 2% 4% 4%

6.2% 2% 2% 4%
8.2% 2% 2% 5%
5.9% 0% 2% 4%
-1.3% 0% 0% 4%
1.3% 0% 0% 5%

NatEquity Contracts Sensitivity of IRR, Scenario 4

County

Total 

Population 

by County 

(thousands)

Population 

Age 75 +    

(thousands)

Top-Tier 

Households 

Age 75 +    

(thousands)

Median 

Home 

Value

Potential NatEquity 

Housing Market 

(thousands)

Alameda 1,648 170 136 $700,000 $95,200,000

Contra Costa 1,135 134 108 $600,000 $64,800,000

Los Angeles 10,138 1,032 826 $600,000 $495,600,000

Marin 260 42 34 $1,100,000 $37,400,000

Orange 3,173 351 281 $700,000 $196,700,000

San Diego 3,318 351 280 $650,000 $182,000,000

San Francisco 871 92 73 $1,000,000 $73,000,000

San Mateo 765 100 73 $950,000 $69,350,000

Santa Barbara 446 51 46 $650,000 $29,900,000

Santa Clara 1,919 194 155 $850,000 $131,750,000

Ventura 850 98 78 $600,000 $46,800,000

Totals 24,523 2,615 2,090 $1,422,500,000

NatEquity's Opportunity in Targeted California Counties
Households Age 75+ Where Median Home Value is Greater Than $600,000 - 2016 Data

Source: Census Bureau Quick Facts, Top T ier Housing and Age data by cities and counties
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 California’s Proposition 13 which froze property taxes at 1978 levels, has allowed these seniors to 
age in place with annual property tax bills in the $2,000 range. 

 Seniors who easily qualified for interest only home equity lines of credit (HELOCs) from banks in 
the early 2000s now see those loans “reset” as high current principal repayment straight line 
amortization type loans. These new monthly payments can equal or exceed their monthly income. 
Banks are reluctant to offer HELOCs to seniors because of non-QM capital requirements imposed 
by the Fed. NatEquity will replace these high cash flow reset HELOCs with an accrued interest 
advance to significantly improve homeowner monthly cash flow. 

 Recent changes by the CFPB to consumer lending rules deem anyone without W-2 earned income 
unable to meet the “ability to repay” (ATR) borrower requirements imposed upon conventional 
lenders. 

 New HUD HECM underwriting requirements have significantly limited that program. 
 Seniors with high home values are discouraged by HUD Housing Counselors from applying for a 

HECM product because they put excess home equity above the $765,600 limit at risk. The loan 
limit for most of the country is $331,760. 

 NatEquity’s contract is a better alternative to cashing out of their home only to face skyrocketing 
rents. 

5 COMPARATIVE PRODUCT ANALYSIS  

The following is a comparative analysis of available equity access products. Unison, Point, Figure and FAR 
are the new generation of home equity line of credit (HELOC) players. Unison and Point are structured as 
lump sum payment options directed at home buyers and seniors with 10-year repayment windows. Both 
will make money from home equity sharing when the homes are refinanced, and the option pays out. 
Point lends 17% of appraised value and earns 70% of HPA at contract maturity. Figure is a sale/leaseback 
type home purchase where the homeowner loses all future home price appreciation and thus any 
incentive to maintain the property. FAR offers a lump sum loan reported to average $910,000 with an 8% 
accrued interest coupon and no fixed term. All are cash advance products with no conditions on how it is 
spent. 

With these products homeowners of all ages have the cash to spend or manage as they see fit. None are 
concerned about the downside of previous HELOC products that reset from low interest-only payments 
to a short-term high payment amortized loan after 10 years. For Unison and Point this could be 
problematic at the end of their 10 year term if, like previous HELOCs, no conventional products exist to 
refinance. The regulatory climate now deems senior “borrowers” non-qualified for regulated mortgage 
products (Non-QM) because the homeowner lacks consistent W-2 salaried income. 

HECM 

Other equity access products do not compare themselves to the government’s Home Equity Conversion 
Mortgage (HECM) program. HECM is a 30-year-old government sponsored and guaranteed home equity 
access loan for lower valued homes nationally. HECM allows only a modest cash advance immediately and 
a significant drawdown after 12 months with no conditions on the use of funds. HECM payments are 
generous because of unrealistic 4% national assumptions of home price appreciation. The HUD guarantee 
allows originators to profit from the sale of HECM bonds rather than profit from individual contracts. The 
government guarantee also allows HECMs to be valued at cost, relieving the GAAP and regulatory 
requirement to value portfolios of mortality dependent contracts at the net present value (NPV) of future 
portfolio predictable cash flow. 

NatEquity Product 
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NatEquity takes a unique approach. Our borrowers are senior homeowners who want to age in place while 
enjoying their home of 30+ years. We cater to their need for supplemental monthly cash and their desire 
to modernize and enjoy a new kitchen and bathrooms. NatEquity’s advances are tied to the home and 
improve homeowners cash flow (paying off a HELOC) while enhancing funder collateral. Retained servicing 
to assure home maintenance widens the pool of buyers at time of future sale. NatEquity charges 4% 
accrued interest and has the right to a portion of the home’s future appreciation with a 4% cap. We do 
not encourage or require them to take excess sums of cash at the outset that then needs to be managed. 

At the outset, NatEquity will often advances the cash to allow the homeowner to pay off their oppressive 
HELOC that has reset to much higher payments. This replaces existing high cash outflow debt, increasing 
available monthly cash flow. NatEquity’s homeowners are typical of seniors who buy annuities for the 
assurance of continuing fixed income, but also want to leave an inheritance. NatEquity has an exclusive 
license to mortality predictive intellectual property that allows us to predict future portfolio cash flows, 
thus complying with GAAP and regulatory mark-to-fair value rules for mortality dependent level-three 
assets. 

NatEquity’s 4% cap on HPA gives the homeowner added incentive to maintain their home to enjoy the 
extra benefit. Our first markets in coastal California has historically enjoyed compound home price 
appreciation (HPA) upward of 6% for the last 30 years. Typically, NatEquity makes front-end and monthly 
advances and then provides a settlement payment at contract maturity totaling one half the home’s 
contract origination value. NatEquity’s sharing ratio can shift in proportion to the size of the front-end 
lump sum payment. In exchange, we profit from collecting loan interest and receiving future appreciation 
on our portion of the home’s value at sale.  

The only fair numeric comparison is between the NatEquity and Finance America Reverse (FAR) products 
because Unison and Point options are individually constructed and the HECM is for lower value homes 
and enjoys the government guarantee as a backstop to continuous program losses. 

A comparison follows: 

1. Assume a FAR contract on a $2.2 million home at 8% accrued interest for a term of ten years when 
the home is sold. The contract pays a $910,000 advance and charges closing costs at origination 
($950,000). The home is in California and assumed to appreciate at 4% annually. 

2. Assume a NatEquity contract on a $2.2 million home at 4% accrued interest for a term of ten years 
when the home is sold. The contract pays the homeowner $4,400 per month and makes upfront 
advances of $100,000 to modernize the kitchen and baths, another $150,000 to replace a reset HELOC 
and charges closing costs at origination ($280,000). Because of the upfront advances the future HPA 
sharing ratio shifts from 50/50 to 52/47. The home is in California and assumed to appreciate at 4% 
annually. 
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Explanation of the chart: Each product appeals to different markets. Because the FAR cash advance of 
$950,000 (incl. closing costs) approximates one half of the home’s $2.2 million value with an 8% accrued 
interest coupon and 4% home price appreciation, net due the borrower at sale remains almost constant 
over time. The FAR cash advance is not tied to home improvement or reducing high cost mortgage debt 
(HELOC) to enhance lender collateral and is a deduction to home value. 

NatEquity’s advance enhances collateral and replaces high cost mortgage debt to improve homeowner 
monthly cash outflow and is smaller ($280,000), supplemented by $4,400 per month cash advances. This 
results in lower accrued interest charges to the homeowner.  

Both contracts in the above example assume full repayment of principal and interest at sale. 

NatEquity and HECM Contrasts 

HUD imposes an upper home value limit of $765,600 in NatEquity’s target markets. Seniors are 
discouraged by HUD housing counselors from pledging high valued homes for this product because it 
puts their equity at risk. Immediately or at the end of a waiting period a HECM borrower at this limit can 
withdraw $240,000 of advances with no conditions on use of funds. When this is done, they receive no 
monthly payments. A HUD Inspector General audit report noted an 86% pattern of fraud when 
maximum advances were draw. These seniors would apply for HUD Section 8 rental grants while renting 
out their own HECM mortgaged home for monthly income.xi  

The HECM variable interest feature capping interest at 10.125%, combined with the HUD guarantee 
make a meaningful numeric comparison impossible. Below is a comparison of product features. 

Hard to Have Meaningful Comparison – HECM vs. NatEquity 
                                       HECM                                                         NatEquity Equity Access Products 

 

6 NATEQUITY COMPANY CULTURE AND VALUES 

NatEquity’s principals have over 30 years of direct experience designing, delivering and servicing jumbo 
equity access mortgage products for senior homeowners. This time around the Company draws upon 
time-tested values which align our products to what seniors tell us they want from their future. Most of 
NatEquity’s management and staff are over age 60. We know the market we serve and empathize with 
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them because they are us. Like our customers we are educated professionals who bought homes in coastal 
California and intend to age in place. Our core values are aligned with our customers: 

 Product design is a balance of monthly income, funded deferred maintenance and home 
modernization while leaving up to one half of the home’s future value to heirs. Retained servicing 
means funders, homeowners and family members know NatEquity is their partner in maintaining 
each home along the way. 

o We address prospective home maintenance problems by inspecting the home at contract 
origination and, when necessary, making and or scheduling necessary home 
improvements like roof replacement. 

o We offer the homeowner, at contract origination, kitchen and bathroom modernization 
to enhance their enjoyment while aging in place. At later time of sale these 
enhancements increase the home’s value and accelerate sales. 

o At origination NatEquity offers homeowners additional advances to replace high monthly 
payment HELOCs that have reset. Eliminating this expense helps bring monthly cash 
inflow in line with outflow. These advances adjust the home value sharing ratio. 

 Each homeowner develops a bond with one of our relationship managers. This personal 
relationship is a two-way street. The homeowner has a single individual they can turn to at least 
quarterly and NatEquity’s relationship assures our funders their property interests are being 
supervised. 

 When there are inevitable bumps in the road, NatEquity has a first-hand documented 
relationship record allowing us to adjust, when necessary, our contract to meet the needs of 
homeowners and their family in a responsible manner. 

 NatEquity maintains an extensive “Knowledge Base” of internal training tools that are publicly 
available. These include industry articles, GAAP accounting and underwriting best practices, 
insights on competition, industry history, academic studies, press releases and Op Ed pieces. 
 

 

7 NATEQUITY MARKETING DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS 

 The unique Proposition 13 tax situation in California and coastal home values, added to the new 
current lending guidelines, have created a large ‘Disrupted Market’. 

 NatEquity will use proprietary prequalification algorithms to enhance prospecting with the large First 
American, raw CA Board of Realtors’ residential real estate data bases and county property tax records. 
Much of this commercial data relies upon home resales and thus does not accurately reflect homes 
that have not been on the market for 35-45 years. Refined big data applications using property tax, 
credit and other data allow NatEquity to prospect and direct mail at the individual household level. 
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 NatEquity’s principal distribution channels will be trained networks of conventional forward mortgage 
originators and HUD HECM wholesale loan brokers. NatEquity has relationships with several large 
California-based conventional mortgage originators. These wholesalers have been part of focus group 
product design sessions.  

 Large HUD HECM reverse mortgage originators based in California will also originate for NatEquity. 
One, organized by a lead salesperson from Transamerica HomeFirst, believes its 20 wholesalers each 
has 50-75 prospects who want and qualify for NatEquity contracts. 

 The recent HUD restrictions that reduced the HECM market now make these mortgage originators 
ideal distributors for NatEquity contracts. They can be easily trained to offer NatEquity contracts to 
targeted owners of homes above the HECM loan limit. This will be supplemented by direct mail, a 
robust advertising and public relations campaign. 

 Other referral sources are affinity groups, realtors, CPAs, attorneys and existing community sponsored 
outreach groups like the Villages. 

 NatEquity has in the past and will continue to use its management team and a captive field sales force 
to educate advisors, field prospects and handle the interactions with seniors to place NatEquity 
contracts. 25% of prospects that place an inbound call responding to advertising or a referral want to 
deal with a representative of the sponsoring company rather than being referred to an outside broker. 

8 NATEQUITY’S TECHNOLOGY-ENABLED PLATFORM & PROCESSES 

 NatEquity’s ability to identify prospects and deliver value to a large scalable market owes success to 
30-years of internal technology development and outside advances in computer sciences. Via a 
sister company NatEquity has utilized several generations of Microsoft’s Dynamics CRM/GP 
distributive database platform. This platform now incorporates Cortex AI and 4th generation Corda 
blockchain distributive databases utilizing the Exchange Active Directory to allow channel partners 
access to selective secure data. 

 Proprietary algorithms do pattern recognition and classify prospect data from large commercial 
sources to perform goodness of fit analytics for direct mail advertising. 

 WAND, a medical taxonomy channel partner, OCR scans and classifies all life expectancy reports in 
data base format. 

 The unique Longevity Cost Calculator (LCC) is part of the software stack to facilitate contract pricing, 
portfolio valuation and continuous model validation. In 2020, not having the LCC will prove to be a 
barrier to entry or result in negative audit opinions for those who try to skirt the Mark-to-Fair value 
accounting rules. 

 Microsoft’s enterprise platform is routinely used by NatEquity management in remote settings. 
Cloud based communal data storage allows selective access to documents, governed by security 
settings in Microsoft’s Active Directory. Microsoft Teams allows for small and large group meetings. 

 Microsoft’s seamless union of CRM/GP/ SQL/SharePoint/Corda/Cortex, linked to Genesys remote 
worker software provide an excellent environment for call center workers, underwriters, contract 
servicing, field salespeople and portfolio management. 

 Office footprint is minimized by issuing all employees identical VPN access, PCs/Macs, monitors, 
keyboards, iPads and iPhones. This allows remote workers to hook-in seamlessly whether they are 
working remotely or in the office setting. 

Outside Directors 

Peter T. Paul, Founder Headlands Mortgage, Headlands Asset Management, Paul Capital. Peter created, 
originated and securitized the then successful Alt-A loan concept. Peter sold Headlands to Greenpoint, 
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which was later sold to Capital One. Peter is a Trustee of Boston University and the University of New 
Hampshire, where he funded the construction of the Graduate School of Economics and Business. 

Key Executives 

Peter Mazonas, CPA – Chief Executive Officer. Peter has 25 years of experience designing financial 
products and managing emerging companies specializing in senior markets. In 2006, he founded Life 
Settlement Financial (LSF) to aggregate life insurance policies as investments for institutional buys. LSF 
owns the unique IP licensed to NatEquity. Previously, he founded and managed Transamerica HomeFirst, 
an early leader and largest provider of privately funded reverse mortgages throughout the United States. 
Transamerica HomeFirst’s portfolio contained 15,000+ contracts on more than $4.5 billion of home values. 
Peter has been issued patents for both the design of shared appreciation reverse mortgages and other 
longevity-dependent products. In 1972, he founded and managed the Executive Financial Planning 
division at Bank of America. He later founded the Private Banking Division of Bank of America. Peter 
received his initial audit and tax training at Price Waterhouse after graduate school. 

Peter DeRooy, CPA – Chief Financial Officer. Previously, Pete was the CFO of a multi-billion-dollar 
independent national mortgage banking firm with over 100 offices in 23 states. Pete and Peter Mazonas 
started working together in the early 2000s. Prior to his mortgage banking experience, he spent 12 years 
in the life settlement industry as the CFO of a private equity backed company that owned a $2 billion life 
settlement portfolio and a majority interest in a national life settlement provider, where he had spent 
seven years as the Director of Finance and Operations. Prior to his life settlement experience, he held 
executive finance and accounting positions with both public and private companies in the specialty retail, 
real estate and telecommunications industries. He began his career in public accounting in the audit 
practices of Laventhal & Horwath and Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. 

Eric Ranson, FIAA – Chief Actuary and Portfolio Manager. Eric and Peter Mazonas started working together 
in 2010. Eric is a Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries of Australia (FIAA) and has a BA and Master of Applied 
Finance. He securitized $8 billion of mortgage-backed securities annually while managing a $20 billion 
fund. He has worked as an actuary, portfolio manager and chief financial officer in the UK, Australia and 
the U.S. in longevity and real estate markets for the past twenty-five years for Bankers Trust and GE Capital. 
Along the way he underwrote and was portfolio manager for a billion-dollar life settlement fund managed 
in Europe. 

Mary Gavin, JD - Director of Policy, Marketing and Communications. Mary and Peter Mazonas started 
working together at Bank of America. Mary is a lawyer by training who has been running her own C-level 
communications strategy and content company for 25 years. Formerly at Bank of America, she was in the 
Corporate Treasury Group, Chief of Staff to the CEO, and Manager of Executive Communications, where 
she served three successive CEOs, and was chief speechwriter. She has extensive experience growing sales 
and revenues for both for-profit and nonprofit companies. 

Shari Sowers, - Director of Longevity Underwriting and Pricing. Shari and Peter Mazonas started working 
together to 2010 as expert witnesses in life settlement lawsuits. Shari brings over 25 years of experience 
in life insurance and life settlement pricing and underwriting. While at Life Equity, working with Peter 
DeRooy, Shari was the head of purchase pricing and premium optimization. 

Annalise Mazonas, Director of Home Improvement. Annalise attended graduate design and interior 
architecture training at Parsons (New School) in New York. Annalise graduated with Honors from Mills 
College in Oakland CA. She has spent the last 15 years as a contractor and project manager in major home 
and retail remodels in Los Angeles. Her strength is designing in AutoCAD, augmented reality (AR), followed 
by execution and project management. 
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CONTACTS 
Peter M. Mazonas, CEO peter.mazonas@NatEquity.com 415.924.6269 
Pete DeRooy, CFO pete.derooy@NatEquity.com  
Eric Ranson, Director of Underwriting and Capital Markets eric.ranson@NatEquity.com  
Annalise Mazonas, Director of Home Improvement annalise.mazonas@NatEquity.com  
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